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$1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
Two REAL projective transformations of real projective n-space P = RP(n),t uA and a, are called 
projectively resp. topologically conjugate in case there exists a projective, resp. a topological, 
invertible map h of P onto P such that 
U@ = K’u*h. 
For the corresponding equivalence relations we use the symbols = for projective equivalence, 
and - for topological equivalence (or homeomorphy). 
If Us and uP also stand for some (n + 1) x (n + 1) real matrices expressing in homogeneous 
coordinates the given projective transformations, then as is well known uA = a, if and only if 
there is c # 0 and a matrix n such that 
0, = c~-‘u~~, 
In order to study u = uh we can assume that the matrix u has the Jordan normal form (see [2] 
chapter 17), consisting of a diagonal of irreducible blocks, and zero’s outside. An irreducible 
block is for some p 2 1 a p x p-matrix 
ffe Ii 
II 
7, = 
CY ebb 
i 1 
cy’1 ZZ==F== . (Y=p+iy, 720 (I) 
tIcI E 
/I a: 
a # 0, along the diagonal 
E Z 0, along the superdiagonal, all other terms are zero. 
acting on WP if y = 0, and on C” = RZP if y > 0 a real number. The linear conjugacy class of (1) is 
independent of the value of E # 0. From the Jordan normal form we can deduce that any matrix aA 
can be written in the form (not necessarily with irreducible components!) 
(Th =h1u,@ . . . @hkUk 
where Aiui j=l,... , k are blocks along the diagonal, A1 > AZ > . . . > A* > 0, and ui has all 
eigenvalues of absolute value 1. 
We can now formulate 
THEOREM. Let uA and uP be two real projective transformations of P and suppose (Condition 
C) that each periodic point has order q or 2q, for q some prime power or 1. Then uA and a, are 
topologically conjugate if and only if in suitable homogeneous projective coordinates they can be 
represented in the form 
uA=A,u,@...@Akuk, A,>Al...>A,,>O 
and 
a, = /AlUI 0. . . @ /.LkUk, pLc > p2 . * . > /..Lk >0 
tThe points of P are the one dimensional linear subspaces of R”“, see [2] Chap. 20. 
(2) 
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with k, (+I,. . . , uk the same in both cases, and q having all eigenvalues of absolute value one for 
j=l , . . . . k. 
Remark. The Condition C corresponds to the conjecture that two periodic rotations of 
euclidean space, ph and p&, both with period s are linearly equivalent in case they are 
topologically conjugate. This is true for s = q or 2q and q a prime power, but still unknown for 
other periods. See [l]. 
I would like to thank Hugh Morton for helpful critical remarks on the manuscript. 
$2. THE CONDITIONS (2) ARE SUFFICIENT 
We prove that CT* and a, in (2) are topologically equivalent. This follows from 
LEMMA 1. If Al > AZ . . . > Ai > hi+, * * * > h, PAi > hji-1, then 
Alcr,@...@hkCTl( - pht~~O...O~Ai(~j~Aj+~~~it~~...OAk(+k 
Indeed, if we write 
CL1=plpZ...pkA, 
/-LZ = Pz . . . &AZ 
then Lemma 1 implies that 
Proof of Lemma 1. For any vector x = (XI, . . . , xk) E R”“, X # 0 where XI,. . . , xk are 
vectors corresponding to the matrices UI, . . . , ok, we define its multi-polar coordinates rj, &, by 
x = (xl,. . . , xk) = (rl&, . . . , f-k(k) 
rj 20, /&I= 1. 
Define the continuous functions on P(!): 
Ii r?(x) 
cp(x) = i=;+, E F-Am1 
C r?(x) 
i=l 
and 
Nx) = log cp(x) E l-co, ml, 
the two point compactification of W = (-~a, a). 
Let A C $ be the real projective subspace with equations Xi+, = 0, . . . , xk = 0 and B C $ the 
real projective subspace with equations x1 = 0,. . . , xi = 0. Every point x E $\(A U B) lies on a 
unique line meeting A in a point a(x) as well as B in a point b(x). There are two line segments 
from a(x) to b(x) on that unique line, and the space with such line segments as points is total 
space E of a Zz-bundle 
&+&&AXE 
over A x B. The point x is now completely determined by 
(e(x), G(x)) E E x W = P\(A U B) 
where e(x) denotes the line segment of x. Observe that the restriction of I/J to any of the above 
line segments is a homeomorphism onto R. 
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Let all q be in the Jordan normal form with irreducible blocks (1) all with the same E > 0. If 
we replace E by 0 we would have 
rp(~7~)5+cp(x)<rp(x) for x E EXR, 
I 
hence for E sufficiently small 
&x)5; ++1 
( ) 
cp(x)<cp(x) 
J 
or 
for some constant 71 >O. 
We now replace A,, . . . , A,, Ai+,, . . . , hk by Bh,, . . . , pAi, hi+,, . . . , Ak in the expression for 
g = uA. Then a(a(x)) = a(a(x)) and b(u(x)) = u(b(x)) are seen to be independent of p >O and 
so is e(a(x)), which depends continuously on B in the &-fibre of (a(a(x)), b(u(x))) E A x B. 
The map which sends x = (e, $) E E = R = $\(A U B) to (a(e), I,!J(u(x))) with $((T(x)) < I,$, is 
topologically conjugate to the map (e, $) H (u(e), $ - 1) and both maps extend continuously to 
the restriction of u to A U B : u\A U B. 
Indeed consider the cross-section {x : I/J(X) = 0} of the R-bundle E x W -+ E. It is the image 
under u of another cross-section {x : $(a(~)) = 0). Define a new continuous function 
x:E xR+R by 
x(x)X0 for $(x)=0 
x(x) = 1 for ~(u(x)) = 0, 
and such that x is linear on each line e x R between the above points with values 0 and 1, and 
furthermore 
x(u(x))=x(x)-1 forall x E ExR. 
Then A is well defined on E x 0%. x(x) tends to --oo for x + A and to +m for x + B. Now u is 
expressed by 
u:(e,A)++(u(e),x-1) for -“5x I tm. 
This expression is independent of B, the lemma follows and the sufficiency of the conditions (2) is 
proved. 
For later use we mention 
LEMMA 2. There exists, in the above notation, for any neighborhood U in P of the space A 
(Xi+1 = 0, . . . ) xk = 0) another neighborhood U’ C U such that u(U’) C U’, fi u”(V) 
“=I 
particular this holds for j + 1 = 2. 
Proof. Take for U’ the set A U {x :x(x) < c - 1) where c is the minimal value of A 
and recall that x(u(x)) = x(x) - 1. 
$3. THE NON-WANDERING SET OF AN IRREDUCIBLE PROJECTIVE TRANSFORMATION 
IS A CIRCLE OR A POINT 
=A. In 
on $\U 
A point x in a manifold M is called non-wandering with respect to a diffeomorphism u, if for 
every neighborhood U(x) there exists some n > 1, and u”(x) E U(x). 
We now consider a real projective transformation of Y = RP(2p - 1) given (slightly 
differently from (1)) by an irreducible matrix over C: 
u = eia+%, a#OmodT (3) 
where 
h, = 
I 
1 1 $! . . ..- 
(p ! I)! 
0 1 I.... 
b’ . b. . : : : : . . . . ; * . . . . 
1 
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Observe that I+ h, and ehp are linearly conjugate. The action of a” is expressed in complex 
coordinates by 
I u;= uz+nu3+...+ [ 
nP-r 
(p 4 e”‘” 1 u != u e “b P P 
(4) 
As only the real ratio’s between the 2p real numbers given by u :, . . . , u; are relevant we see that 
foranyul,..., u, and large In 1, the first coordinate u I dominates. Hence the points converge for 
increasing In 1 to the real projective line (topologically a circle S’): u2 = us = = u, = 0 and no 
point outside this line can be non-wandering. It is immediate that the set of all non-wandering 
points, the non-wandering set R is S’. We can now also read from (4) that for any open 
neighborhood U(n) of fl in P and any x E Y there is no such that 
This implies 
c+-“(x) E U(n) for n > no. 
LEMMA 3. For Y, a, ll as above (or below) and for any neighborhood U(n) of 0 in Y we have 
Remark. If (Y = 0 or 7~ in (3) and we consider the real matrix (3) acting on Y = RP(p - l), then 
we get the same conclusion with the non-wandering set C? equal to one point in Y. See Fig. 1 for 
the case p - 1 = 2. This proves the title of this paragraph. 
$4. THE NON-WANDERING SET fl= U,& AND THE INVARIANT SUBSPACES 
yj IN THE REQUIRED ORDER 
If (Xl, . . . ) xk) are the coordinates (vectors) corresponding to the decomposition 
cr=u,J =h,u,@hzcr*@~~~@hkuk 
and if for some point x, xi # 0, x, # 0, i I j 5 j + 1 I m, then u”(x) 6E A tends for n + 00 to the 
subspace A in the notation of 02, and x is therefore wandering with respect to u. 
Hence non-wandering points can only occur in one of the k subspaces 
Yi={x~P:xi=O for i#j}, j=l,..., k. 
The subspace Yi is invariant under u, and uIYi is represented by the matrix ui all whose 
eigenvalues have absolute value 1. We can write 
Uj = Uj 10 Uj2 @ ’ * ’ @ Ujs, 
where uii (over C or over W) is irreducible and of the form (l), and it has an invariant real linear 
Fig. 1. 
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subspace representing a non-wandering set in Yi, denoted by Rji. It is a circle or a point. We read 
from the corresponding Jordan normal form that the non-wandering set of q is the projective 
subspace 
flj=fIjN@fl,Z@“‘@iIjs, C Yfi 
ala, is represented by an orthogonal matrix. 
The symbol @ for direct sum of vectorspaces represents here the notion join for the 
corresponding projective spaces. 
The non-wandering set of u is now a disjoint union of real projective subspaces: 
From Lemma 2 it follows that for any neighborhood U’(Y,) of Y, there is another 
neighborhood U(Y,) C U’(Y,) with the properties oU(Y,) C U(YA fi o”U(Y,) = Y,. The 
n=, 
same is not true for Yj with j > 1. 
From a generalisation of Lemma 3 it follows that for any neighborhood U(fi,) of 1RI in P we 
have 
,g, u”u(nl) 3 Y,. 
Now if we chose, for every integer m >O, a neighborhood U,(n,) inside UZ(Yd = ~mU(Yd, 
then we see that (see Lemma 2) 
Y, c n u a”(Um(W) c 
m n 
(-J UYY,) = 
n um u(Y,) = Y, 
m 
Y, can be defined in topological terms by 
Y, = n (j a"~(n,) 
“(ck,) “=I 
(5) 
The above construction does only apply to fl;21, Y, and not to Rj, Yj for j > 1. The ‘first’ 
component fl, of s2 is therefore selected by topological properties. 
Finally we can define in topological terms 
y, @ y3 0. . . @ Yk = {x E P : a”(x) does not converge to a,> 
Repeating the same procedure for (~1 Yz @ Y, 0. . $0 Yk we obtain &, YZ and Yz 0. . . @ Yk. 
Repeating this we obtain the topological definitions of all 521, Y, as well as their order (of 
decreasing values Ihj I). 
$5. ALL PROJECTIVE PROPERTIES OF uj ARE TOPOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
In this paragraph the symbol CT plays the role of and stands for a projective transformation of 
a real projective space Y given by a matrix u( = uj) all whose eigenvalues have absolute value 1. 
The topologically defined set of non-wandering points fi(=Q) is a real projective subspace 
and the restriction of u to 0 is given by an orthogonal matrix un. un and -un define the same 
transformation of the projective space a. If u and u’ acting on Y are homeomorphic, then we 
may assume, after suitable projective transformations, that 0 = s1’, and also that un and uh are 
homeomorphic actions on R. The universal (=double) covering of Kl is a sphere d which we can 
take to be the unitsphere in the real numberspace on which the matrix un acts. Its points are 
(also) the homotopy classes of paths from a fixed point x0 E R to a variable point x E a. 
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Homeomorphisms of 0 are therefore covered by homeomorphisms of 6, unique up to the 
antipodal map in fi. Hence if (TV and (+A acting on fi are homeomorphic by a homeomorphism 
b Cl then can lift and un we find commutative diagram which the place (?) 
(TA or 
&L=fi 
By results in [ 11, the condition C of our theorem suffices to ensure that if 
the rotations un and aA (or --aA) of the sphere fi are homeomorphic, that then the matrices un 
and aA (or -uA) are linearly equivalent. Hence if the actions of un and uA on IR are 
homeomorphic then they are projectively equivalent. We proved: 
LEMMA 4. All projective properties of u[fl are topological properties.7 
Next we have to define the sizes of the irreducible blocks in the Jordan normal form for the 
various eigenvalues of u(=ui). We have a decomposition into irreducible components that are of 
the kind (3): 
exp (icu + h, ) = exp ia @ exp h, 
We can combine all those that belong to a given ‘size’ p into a block 
7P = rPn@exp h, 
where T,~ is an orthogonal matrix acting in the corresponding non-wandering subset, Q(T,), a 
projective space of real dimension say d, - 1 (d, real coordinates). We illustrate this in Example 
1. 
Example 1. 
The number of real coordinates involved is 11, subdivided as follows: 
d,= 1 3d,=3 
d2=2x2=4 2dz= 8 
11 
In general if s is the highest value for p, we have 
Here 7Pn is an orthogonal matrix with d, columns, T,, has pd, columns, u has 
N= f: pd, columns. 
p=, 
$Only the part concerning uj0 can be examined by a simple lifting of the linear case. The other parts require a new 
approach as we will see. 
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The dimension of the projective space Y is N - 1. We use corresponding coordinates (u., aS--l, 
. . . , VI), v, E FP~. 
We say that two points x and y in Y like each other in case the distance between CT”X and u”y 
converges to zero for n + M. Equivalently in purely topological terms this is the case if and only if 
the point 
(aflx, a”y) E Y x Y 
converges for n + m to the diagonal space {(y, y) E Y x Y}. Liking is an equivalence relation. If 
(u,, . . . , u, ) E RPd~ are suitable real coordinates, each of them an element of Rdn, and if 
TV = TPn@exp h,, then T,” is expressed by (compare (4) in 03) 
[ 
p--l 
u;=T;~ u,+nu*+.. .&up 1 P-2 u;=7;n u*+...- [ (,“_ 2)! f&I 1 I (7) 
ub = T,xU,l J 
For the projective transformation rP we find from (7), that 
y=(u,,uz,..., uP),uj#O. ui=O for i>j, 
likes 
x = (Uj, 0, . . . ,O) E n=n(T,). 
The equivalence class of this point is the union of the sets of points 
(Uj, 0,. . . 9 019 (*9 4909 . . . 3 013 (*, *7 49 09. . . 3 0)~. . ) (*t *7 *Y . . . 3 *7 4). 
Its dimension, determined by the last mentioned part, is N - d, = (p - l)d,,. 
It is not difficult to see that in the general case of this paragraph, every point likes some 
non-wandering point and no two non-wandering points like each other. The dimension of the set 
of points that like a non-wandering point x is called\the popularity P(x) of x. It is a topological 
invariant. In the special example rP, every non-wandering point has popularity 
9(x) = N-d,. 
Example 2. Two projective transformations in RP (3) are 
In both cases fi is a real projective line. For (T, all points of 0 have popularity 2. For u’ one point 
(xZ = x3 = x4 = 0) has popularity 3 and the others (xZ = x3 = 0, x4 # 0) have popularity 0. g and (T’ 
are therefore not homeomorphic. 
In terms of the coordinates (v,, us-,, . . , v,) for P (see (6)) we define 
Q”={x E n:V,~,(X)=O,...,v,(X)=O} 
0’=n 
R” ={x E n:v,-,(x)=o,v,~*(x)=o,...,v,(x)=o} 
The dimensions of these spaces are 
R” : d, - 1 
P’ : Zf=, di - 1 
As flP+’ C R” we have a disjoint union 
(9) 
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LEMMA 5. The popularity of x E 0 is constant in W\W+‘. The value is P(x) = 
N-d, for x EQ’ 
[N-sd,]-d,_, for x E fl’-‘\fl’ 
[N - sd, -(s - l)d,_,] - dnmz for x E fi’~*\fl’~’ 
[ 
N - i 94 
1 
- d, for x E flp\flP+‘. 
q=p+, 
The popularity decreases with p. 
In Example 1, CI = CI’ is a real projective space of dimension d, + dz - 1= 4. It contains a 
subspace a3 of dimension d, - 1 = 0. Y has dimension 10. The popularity of points in R3 is 
N - d, = 11 - 1 = 10. The popularity of points in &\a” = Q\s2’ is (N - 3d,) - dz = (1 1 - 3) - 4 = 4. 
The proof of Lemma 5 is obtained by writing out the matrix 
with its blocks as in (7) along a diagonal and examining the action of its powers. We leave it to the 
reader. 
Now given u and CI we can read topologically the classification (8) in fl according to 
popularity. We can read the set of those numbers d, that differ from zero, in the right order from 
(8), and then we can read the sizes p (like s) from the formulas in Lemma 5. 
The subspace finp of s1 corresponds to the eigenspace of the matrix (TV that belongs to all 
eigenvalues with blocks of size 2~. Hence all block sizes for all eigenvalues are found. All linear 
invariants of the matrix u up to a factor -1, can now be obtained. The statement of $5 is proved. 
86. THE REMAINING PROBLEM CONCERNING SIGNS 
We can summarize our conclusions so far as follows. If two real projective transformations u 
and (+’ are homeomorphic, then it is necessary that they can be represented in suitable projective 
coordinates in the forms 
and 
where 
A,>&. .*>A, >o, 
/.L,>/.L**..>/& >o, 
(+I,..., Us are the same for both cases, and el, e2, . . . , ek are each 1 or -1. We still have to prove 
that by necessity we can obtain el = e, = es . . . = ek. [Observe that for example 2e’” @ eip and 
2e’” @ (-eiP) are W-linearly equivalent if /3 = (n/2), by a reflection (complex conjugation in the 
second complex coordinate) so they can be represented by the same real matrix.] 
We will only consider the following rather general special case leaving the details for other 
possibilities to the reader: k = 2; A, = p, = 2, hz = puz = 1. So we have: 
u =2u1@uz, u’ = 2UlO (-CT*) (10) 
We also let u, and u2, both in Jordan normal form, contain at least one ‘non-real’ block, 
exp (icw + h,) resp. exp (i/3 + h,) 
withcu#Omodt and p#Omodf (11) 
We call the corresponding non-wandering circles A and B. We then will prove that u and u’ 
are not homeomorphic. If a homeomorphism fi of $ carries u onto u’, then it carries A onto a 
non-wandering circle &A, belonging to the same a! and p, and analogously for fiB, B, p, q. We can 
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choose linear coordinates for u and u’ and projective representations in the same P such that 
fitA = A, #B = B and (10) remains true. Let y E P be a point that v-likes A and (cr-‘)-likes B. Then 
RY a’-likes #A = A and (a’)-‘-likes @B = B, because liking is a topological property of CT. 
We consider a segment y in BP connecting y with ay, such that y u-likes A and u-‘-likes B. 
Such a y is easily found by avoiding A, B and other eventual small dangers. 
Now U u”(r) is an immersion of R in P that runs to A and B for the variable in W going to 
“=-” 
~0 or --3o respectively. 
Given tubular neighborhoods, that are disc-bundles over circles, U(A) of A and U(B) of B, 
there is no such that 
n&“(~) C U(A) 
ir u”(r) c U(B) 
n=--g. 
Inside CT(A) resp. U(B) we can use the discbundle projection to get a mapping into A resp. B. 
By lifting this map into the universal covering A of A, resp. B of B, we can define a rotation 
number 
length image “fiN 
[“_., u.(y)]) 
(12) 
for A and analogously for B. The length of A (and of B) is rr. If we choose y in the join of the 
nonwandering circles (the projective lines) A and B, then we have in suitable coordinates as an 
example of a curve y (not mentioning the other coordinates which are all zero): 
(2teiU’~, e’@‘n); u, v E C, 0% t 5 1. 
It gives the real rotation numbers a and p. For another segment connecting y to uy we have to 
distinguish between two cases according to whether the immersed circle y + (-y’) is homologous 
to zero or homologous to a real projective line. In the first case we obtain, looking inside 
U(A) C P, a pair of real rotation-numbers (a’, /3’) with 
a’=(~ mod2a,p’=p mod2r 
and any such pair can be so obtained. In the second case we obtain a pair of rotation numbers for 
which 
(Y’~(Y+7Tmod2a,P’~~+$rnmod2~ 
and any such pair can be so obtained. 
If L is the httice of points 
k,(O, 27r) + kz(T, r) E R’; k,,kz E Z (13) 
then the rotation-number-pairs form the lattice 
(a, p) + L c RZ 
With the various choices of orientation in A and in B we get four such lattices 
(a,P)+L, (-a,P)+L, (a,-P)+L and (-a,-P)+L (14) 
Observe that a continuous change of y, y, uy such that uNy, uNy, uNt’y remains inside U(A) 
and u-*y, umNy, aeN+’ y remains inside U(B) for N high enough, does not change the rotation 
numbers ((u, p), and the same holds for y’ and ((Y’, p’). The set offour lattices (13) is a topological 
invariant of u. 
Now compare 
2u10 uz and 2u, 0 (-CR), 
2e’” @ eis and 2e’” @ eiCp+-). 
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The sets of lattices (14) for (a, p) and for (a, /3 + a) are different unless (a, p + 7~) is an element 
of one of the lattices (14): 
((Y, p + rr) E (CY, p) + L, impossible; 
E (a,-p))+L, impliesp =tmodn 
E (--a, /3) + L, implies (Y = i mod 7~ 
E (--a, -p) + L, implies (a, /3) = 
> excluded in (11) 
(t,O) mod 7~ 1 
Consequently 2a, @ (TV and 2a, @ (-02) are not homeomorphic. 
Remark. Observe that the restrictions 
to $\A [or to P\B] are homeomorphic. 
For (Y = p = 0 the same holds for the 
2 
2 
i 1 1 1 
in P = W(3) of 
and e’“@ -feiB = e’” @e -I-?ri+ip 
non-homeomorphic projective transformations 
and 
Proof. Every point of $\A has non-homogeneous coordinates of the kind 
(z,, e”zz), u E l-00, ml, lzll = /z2( = 1. 
For B we take the (spiraling) homeomorphism, that carries (z,, e”zz) onto (z,, e”(‘+mi)z2). Then the 
diagram 
(z,, eUz2) A (z,, eU(‘+“)z2) 
I 
C 
I 
V’ 
(eiaz*, eu-l+iP 
22) If, (eiazl, e”“+““- (1 + 7ri) + ip12) 
is commutative. 
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